


The sofun® Plant-can solves the ultimate backyard problem 
of having that clunky plastic garbage outside that just doesn’t 
fit your outdoor oasis. sofun®’s multi-function plant-can al-
lows you to collect garbage at your parties but with its patent 
pending flower pot top it adds color and style so it can left 
out all year. The sofun® Plant-can  is made from high density         
polypropylene.

18D x 18W x 27H 



The sofun® Stand brings together function, form and design in 
one piece. The Stand can be used as a side table with a deep 
seating conversation set or fits perfectly between 2 chaise 
lounge chairs to offer that much needed shade on sun filled 
days. But it gets so much better when you’re looking to add 
that punch of colour to your outdoor space the sofun® Stand
can be planted with flowers or greens of your choice. 

16D x 16W x 18H 



The sofun® Foam pieces are made from a quick-dry foam.       
sofun® Foam pieces do not have metal frames to worry about 
scratching or breaking down over the years in the elements 
of our weather. The fabric covers are made from a Spuncrylic 
fabric and have a simple zipper that unzips allowing for con-
venient removal for washing or replacing. Finally, there is a 
mesh bottom on the cover that allows excess water to pass 
through, keeping the chairs dry. 



The sofun®  Perfect Party Chair is the first party chair to hold 
your drink and your plate. The Perfect Party Chair is a patented 
product that is brand new to market in 2017. The sofun®  Perfect 
Party Chair is produced in high density polypropylene. that 
is easy to clean and maintain. With its convenient stackable 
design it makes it easy to store as well. The sofun® Perfect 
Party Chair is definitely perfect for every party!



The sofun® Square Table has 4 amazing moveable panels that 
instantly change your regular coffee/chat table into a  dining 
experience. It gets even better when you realize the center 
piece is interchangeable with an ice bucket and natural fire 
pit. Constructed of aluminum top and legs the sofun® Square 
Tables can be done in virtually any colour frame one desires.

54D x 54W x 19H
 



The sofun® Circle Table has 4 amazing moveable panels that 
instantly change your regular coffee/chat table into a  dining 
experience. It gets even better when you realize the center 
piece is interchangeable with an ice bucket and natural fire 
pit. The sofun® Circle Table has a 4 glass table tops on  the 
moveable panels. Constructed of aluminum the sofun® Circle 
Tables can be done in virtually any colour frame one desires. 

54D x 54W x 19H 



The sofun® Rectangle Table has 4 amazing moveable                 
panels that instantly change your regular coffee/chat table 
into a dining experience. The center piece on the sofun®               
Rectangle Table is interchangeable with an ice bucket.                                                                               
Constructed of aluminum top and legs the sofun® Rectangle 
Tables can be done in virtually any colour frame one desires.  

54D x 31W x 19H


